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Unambiguous automata re used to prove B. Tilson's result that the inter- 
section of free submonoids of a free monoid is free. A description of the basis of 
the resulting intersection is an integral part of our proof. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Between the class of arbitrary (nondeterministic) automata nd the class of 
deterministic automata lies the class of unambiguous automata (those for which 
the associated finite-state grammars are unambiguous). We illustrate the 
applicabil ity of unambiguous automata by deriving in Section 4 a theorem of 
Ti lson (1972) from a sequence of automata theoretic observations, made in 
Sections 2 and 3, that appear to be of independent interest. To avoid unnatural 
restrictions in Section 4, we use a definition of an automaton (Sect. 2) that allows 
the vocabulary and the set of states to be infinite. When an automaton has only 
finitely many edges (Sect. 2) only a finite vocabulary and a finite set of states 
are relevant. An automaton with a finite number of edges is referred to here as 
a finite automaton, and for these the algorithms of standard automata theory 
give constructive solutions to naturally arising questions (Sects. 3 and 4). 
The present article is independent of but closely related to Chapter IV, 
Sections 5 and 7, of Ei lenberg (1974). 
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2. AUTOMATA, MONOIDS, AND ROSES 
DEFINITION. An automaton d is a 5-tuple (V, S, So, T, E) where 
(i) V is a set (possibly infinite) called the input vocabulary, 
(ii) S is a set (possibly infinite) of elements called states, 
(iii) s o is an element of S called the start state, 
(iv) T is a subset of S called the set of terminal states, and 
(v) E is a subset of S × V × S called the set of edges. 
For such an A, an acceptance path for v = v 1 '-" v~ in V + is a finite sequence 
of elements of E of the form (So, v 1 , si(1)), (si(1) , vz, Si(2)),..-, (i(t--1) , Vt ,  Si(y)) 
(st(t), %+1, si(t+~)),.., (s*(n-1), %,  si(,)), where si(~) is in T. The language L(A) 
recognized by A contains those strings v in V+ for which there is at least one 
acceptance path in A and contains the blank string, e, precisely if s o is in T. 
DEFINITION. Let C = {wtl j in a (possibly infinite) index set J} c V +. 
Let R(C) be the automaton (V, S, So, {so}, E), where E = UEt ;  Et = 
{(So, %1, Six), (sa, %2, sj2),..., (sj(k(t)-l), %k(t), So)}, where %1 "'" vt~(;) = wt ; 
and S = {So} k3 {sti I J ~ J, 1 ~ i <~ k(j)}, where the various sti are assumed 
distinct. We call R(C) the rose determined by C. 
Observe that L(R(C)) is the monoid C* generated by C. When we consider a 
language C C V + principally as a tool for generating the submonoid C* we 
refer to C as a code. 
DEFINITION. Let {A t I j E  J} be an indexed family of automata d i = 
(V, Sj ,  So, Tt ,  Et). By l-I {-//t I J ~ J} (which we abbraviate I-I At) we mean 
the automaton (V, 1-I {St l J E J}, So, IV[ {Tt I J ~ J}, E), where 
(i) s o is now regarded as that function in I-I St that assumes the constant 
value s o , and 
(ii) for each v ~ V and f , f '  ~ I-[ St,  (f, v , f ' )  ~ E precisely if 
( f ( j ) ,  v, f ' ( j ) )  ~ E t for every j E J. 
We call I-I At the product of the family {A t l J ~ J}. The product of two copies 
of an automaton A is denoted A × A. 
Observe that 
L(1-I {At I jE  J}) = 0 {L(At)ijE J}. 
3. UNAMBIGUITY, FREENESS, AND UNIQUE DECEPHERABILITY 
DEFINITION. An automaton A with vocabulary V is unambiguous if, for 
each v in V +, there is at most one acceptance path. 
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With each automaton d = (V, S, So, T, E) we associate an automaton 
As = (V, S t )  (S × S), So, T × T, Ea) where E a = E vo E' v3 E", E' is the 
set of edges of A × A, and E" = {(si, v, (s~ , sq)) [ (si , v, s~) e E, (si , v, sq) ~ E, 
s~ ~ sq}. Notice that L(A~) = {w eL(A)]  w has at least two distinct acceptance 
paths in A}. Suppose that A is a finite automaton with, say k states. Then 
As provides an algorithm for deciding if A is unambiguous: A is unambiguous 
if and only ifL(Aa) is empty. Since Am has k 2 q- k states, this algorithm may be 
reformulated: A is unambiguous if no string of length less than k s ~ k in V + has 
more than one acceptance path in A (cf. Hopcroft and Ullman 1969, p. 40). 
Observe that 1-[ {A j I j  ~ J} is unambiguous if each A~ is unambiguous. This 
follows from the fact that any pair of distinct acceptance paths in I~ Aj for a 
string must project into a distinct pair of acceptance paths for this string in 
at least one Aj . 
Let A be an automaton for which T -  {So}. Then L(A) is submonoid of 
V* (i.e., L(A) is closed under concatenation and contains e). With each such 
A = (V, S, So, {So} , E) we associate as in Eilenberg (1974, p. 90) an automaton 
Ag : (V, S <3 {s~}, So, (s~o}, E~), where we assume s~o ~ S and where E~ consists 
of the same triples as E except hat any (si, vj, so) is removed and replaced by 
the triple (si, v~, s~). The language L(A~) is a subset of L(A) that generates 
L(A) as a submonoid of V*. (For example: L(R(C)g) = C for any code C.) I f  
A is also unambiguous then L(A~) has the property that, when v 1 "" %~ = 
w 1- ' '  w~ wi thv i ,  wjinL(Ag),  it must be the case that m =n,  v 1 =wl  .... , 
v,~ = w~. (Otherwise two distinct acceptance paths for the string v~ ' "  v~ 
are immediately available in A.) Thus when an A with T = {So} is unambiguous, 
L(A) is a free monoid with basis L(A~). 
A subset C of V + which has the property that v, "" v~ ~-w 1 "-" w. and 
vi, wj ~ C imply m = n, v 1 = w 1 .... , v~ = w~ may be referred to descriptively 
(Ash, 1965) as a uniquely decipherable code. Observe that the following three 
statements express the same information via different conceptualizations: (i) C is 
a uniquely decipherable code, (ii) C* is free on C, and (iii) R(C) is unambiguous. 
Thus, for a finite code, C, the algorithm for deciding the unambiguity of R(C) 
provides an algorithm for deciding whether C is uniquely decipherable (see also 
Ash 1965, Sect. 2.2). 
4. INTERSECTIONS OF FREE SUB~VIONOIDS OF A FREE ~V[ONOID 
Tilson (1972) proved that, for any set {Mj I J e J} of free submonoids of a 
free monoid M, the intersection 0 {Mi lk  ~ J} is also a free monoid. The 
conceptual framework of Sections 2 and 3 allows the following proof of Tilson's 
result which includes a specification of the basis of the intersection: Since any 
free monoid M is isomorphic with a free monoid of the form V*, for a set F-, 
we may assume M = V*. Let {Mj I J ~ J} be a set of free submonoids of V* 
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and let each Mj be free on a set Cj C V +. Then each rose R(C~) is unambiguous 
and consequently I-[R(Cj) is also unambiguous. Thus N Mj = N C~*= 
N L(R(Cj)) = L(I- I R(Cj)) is free on L([I- I R(Cj)]g). When there are only finitely 
many M s and each of these is finitely generated (i.e., when J and all the C~ 
are finite), [IV[ R(Cj)]g is a finite automaton and in this case Kleene's algorithm 
may be applied to obtain a regular expression that represents the basis of N M s . 
Note that the intersection of finitely generated free submonoids of a free 
monoid may fail to be finitely generated: In {a, b, c, d, e}* the codes {ab, cdb, cde} 
and {abc, dbc, de} are uniquely decipherable and the intersection of the free 
monoids they generate has the infinite set a(bcd) + e as basis. 
I f  {F 5 L J ~ J} are subsemigroups of V +, where each F~ is free on a set Cj ,  
then ~ Fj is a free semigroup onL([l-- I R(C~-)]~). This follows from our discussion 
of free monoids since: (i) each Fj td {e} is a free monoid on C~ ; (ii) ~ (Fj u {e}) 
is a free monoid on L([I- I R(C~)]g); and (iii) ('IFj = [~ (Fj td {e})]/{e}. 
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